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"It is not death to close,..."
"It is not death to hear,..."
"and wake in joy before Your throne,..."
"that sets us free from mortal years,..."

CHORUS
"Jesus,..."
"precious,..."

CHORUS
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54 "Those who trust in You,..."

no vib.
"that it is not death,..."  "to die,..."

* NOTE: 1st measure is considered "0" so bar numbers match with piano chart
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VERSE

"It is not death to die,..."
"It is not death to fling,..."

CHORUS

"Jesus,..."
"that sets us free from mortal years,..."

"and wake in joy before Your throne,..."

"that it is not death,..." to die,..."

* NOTE: 1st measure is considered "0" so bar numbers match with piano chart
It Is Not Death to Die

VERSE
"It is not death to die,..."
"It is not death to fling,..."

"It is not death to close,..."
"It is not death to hear,..."

"that sets us free from mortal years,..." 
"and wake in joy before Your throne,..."

CHORUS
"Jesus,..."
"that it is not death,..."  

"to die,..."

* NOTE: 1st measure is considered "0" so bar numbers match with piano chart
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VERSE

"It is not death to die,..."
"It is not death to fling,..."

CHORUS

"that sets us free from mortal years,..."
"and wake in joy before Your throne,..."
"Jesus,..."
* NOTE: 1st measure is considered "0" so bar numbers match with piano chart
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Original words by Henri Malan (1787-1864)
Translated by George Bethune

"It is not death to fling,..."
"It is not death to die,..."

VERSE
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"It is not death to close,..."
"It is not death to hear,..."

"and wake in joy before Your throne,..."
"that sets us free from mortal years,..."

CHORUS
"Jesus,..."

"precious,..."
Violoncello

"Those who trust in You,..."

"that it is not death,..."

molt expres. solo
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CHORUS

"Jesus,..."

"precious,..."

Original words by Henri Malan (1787-1864). Translated by George Bethune (1847). Music, Chorus and alternate words by Bob Kauflin. 
"Those who trust in You,..."

"that it is not death,..."

"to die,..."

* NOTE: 1st measure is considered "0" so bar numbers match with piano chart